
all right. ThaVs why the trust
newspaper circulation depart-
ments were so nasty when any
subscriber tried to stop the paper.

Also, it explains the "bundles of
trust newspapers that have been
dropped in alleys and area ways
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in the two weeks.
These of papers which

if they were away
as worthless, have
up in the circulation and-show-

to
hollering about getting

results for their money.
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(Doc andMrs. Harvey W. have a bouncing boy.)
Who cares for loss o'f office, or for work gone wrong?
His is wreathed in gladness and he hums b song,
He hasn't any rancor, any fret or woe,
He even smiles forgiveness on McCabe Co.
We shout good wishes to afl his 'joys

hete's to Wiley and his Pure-Fbd- d Kid!

He fought the dopesters for us 'he fought' them well;
He made 'em keep the poison out of things tnejrsell,
He taught us sense and wisdom as to 'drink and food;
And he lit into the fakirs with an ardor rude. '
He gave his services to us that is what he did,
So here's to Wiley and his Pure Food Kid! '

He's saved full many babies from the hand of-fat-

By looking to the hygiene of the things they ate,
every grateful mother and daddy, too "

shout to Baby Wiley, "Well,-here'- s luck to you!
May you thrive on all your vituals and of ills be rid." '

So here's to Doctor Wiley and his Pure Food

A Hose Wrinkle.
Cut a round piece from an old

stacking and sew neatly on
wrong side of new hose; just be-

neath where supporter
catches. This will prevent the
finest stockings from being torn..
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Saves Stain.
In paring vegetables, especially,

the odorous onion,' slip over jthe
forefinger of the right hand a kid
finger cut from an old glove. It
will save the hand from an un-
sightly stain.
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